
Peculiars  The hidden branch of any species, human or animal, 
that is blessed—and cursed—with supernormal traits. Respected in an-
cient times, feared and persecuted more recently, peculiars are outcasts 
who live in the shadows.

Loop  A limited area in which a single day is repeated endlessly. Cre-
ated and maintained by ymbrynes to shelter their peculiar wards from 
danger, loops delay indefinitely the aging of their inhabitants. But loop 
dwellers are by no means immortal: each day they “skip” is a debt that’s 
banked away, to be repaid in gruesome rapid aging should they linger 
too long outside their loop. 

Ymbrynes  The shape-shifting matriarchs of peculiardom. They can 
change into birds at will, manipulate time, and are charged with the 
protection of peculiar children. In the Old Peculiar language, the word 
ymbryne (pronounced imm-brinn) means “revolution” or “circuit.” 
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Hollowgast  Monstrous ex-peculiars who hunger for the souls 
of their former brethren. Corpselike and withered except for their 
muscular jaws, within which they harbor powerful, tentacle-like 
tongues. Especially dangerous because they’re invisible to all but a few  
peculiars, of whom Jacob Portman is the only one known alive. (His 
late grandfather was another.) Until a recent innovation enhanced their 
abilities, hollows could not enter loops, which is why loops have been 
the preferred home of peculiars.

Wights  A hollowgast that consumes enough peculiar souls becomes 
a wight, which are visible to all and resemble normals in every way but 
one: their pupil-less, perfectly white eyes. Brilliant, manipulative, and 
skilled at blending in, wights have spent years infiltrating both normal 
and peculiar society. They could be anyone: your grocer, your bus driv-
er, your psychiatrist. They’ve waged a long campaign of murder, fear, 
and kidnapping against peculiars, using hollowgast as their monstrous 
assassins. Their ultimate goal is to exact revenge upon, and take control 
of, peculiardom. COPY
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About the Photography

The images that appear in this book are authentic, vintage found 

photographs, and with the exception of a handful that have under-

gone digital processing, they are unaltered. They were painstakingly 

collected over the course of several years: discovered at flea markets, 

vintage paper shows, and in the archives of photo collectors more 

accomplished than I, who were kind enough to part with some of 

their most peculiar treasures to help create this book.

The following photos were graciously lent for use by their owners:

PAGE  TITLE FROM THE COLLECTION OF

32 Wights testing gas Erin Waters

57 Man with pirates John Van Noate

113 Floating girl Jack Mord/The Thanatos Archive

179 Taxidermied girl Adriana Müller

181 Myron Bentham John Van Noate

185 Ymbrynes and their grim Jack Mord/The Thanatos Archive

202 Boy with wings John Van Noate

225 Bloody hallway Jack Mord/The Thanatos Archive

264 Bowels of the machine John Van Noate

278 Parrot in cage John Van Noate

290 Inside the tower Peter J. Cohen

293 Drainage pipe John Van Noate

301 Doctor and nurses John Van Noate

310 Man with thinning hair John Van Noate

336 Man in dark glasses John Van Noate

461 Boy and girl John Van Noate 
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“He doesn’t have long,” Addison said, moving to lick Sergei’s 

face. 

“I might have enough heat to cauterize the wound,” said 

Emma. Scooting toward him, she began rubbing her hands together.

Addison nosed the folding man’s shirt near his abdomen. 

“Here. He’s hurt here.” Emma put her hands on either side of the 

spot, and at the sizzle of flesh I stood up, feeling faint. 

I looked out the window. We were still pulling out of the sta-

tion, slowed perhaps by debris on the tracks. The emergency lights’ 

SOS flicker picked details from the dark at random. The body of a 

dead wight half buried in glass. The crumpled phone booth, scene of 

my breakthrough. The hollow—I registered its form with a shock—

trotting on the platform alongside us, a few cars back, casual as a 

jogger.

Stop. Stay away, I spat at the window, in English. My head 

wasn’t clear, the hurt and the whine getting in the way again.

We picked up speed and passed into the tunnel. I pressed my 

face to the glass, angling backward for another glimpse. It was dark, 

dark—and then, in a burst of light like a camera flash, I saw the 

hollow as a momentary still image—flying, its feet lifting from the 

platform, tongues lassoing the rail of the last car.

Miracle. Curse. I hadn’t quite worked out the difference.

* * *

I took his legs and Emma his arms and gently we lifted Sergei onto a 

long bench seat, where beneath an advertisement for bake-at-home 

pizza he lay blacked out and rocking with the motion of the train. If 

he was going to die, it seemed wrong that he should have to do so 

on the floor. 

Emma pulled up his thin shirt. “The bleeding’s stopped,” she 

reported, “but he’ll die if he doesn’t see the inside of a hospital soon.” 

“He may die anyway,” said Addison. “Especially in a hospi-
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“When they’d rounded us up,” Addison went on, “we were 

interrogated as to the whereabouts of Miss Wren. They turned her 

tower inside out—searching for maps, diaries, I don’t know what—

and when poor Deirdre tried to stop them, they shot her.”

The emu-raffe’s long face flashed before me, gawky, gap-

toothed, and sweet, and my stomach lurched. What kind of person 

could kill such a creature? “God, that’s awful,” I said.

“Awful,” Emma agreed perfunctorily. “And the girls?” 

“The small one was captured by the wights,” Addison said. 

“And the other . . . well, there was a scuffle with some of the soldiers, 

and they were near the cliff’s edge, and she fell.” 

I blinked at him. “What?” For a moment the world blurred, 

then snapped back into focus. 

Emma stiffened but her face betrayed nothing. “What do you 

mean, fell? Fell how far?” 

“It was a sheer drop. A thousand feet at least.” His fleshy jowls 

drooped. “I’m so sorry.” 

I sat down heavily. Emma kept standing, her hands white- 

knuckling the rail. “No,” she said firmly. “No, that can’t be. Perhaps 

she grabbed onto something on the way down. A branch or a ledge 

. . . ” 

Addison studied the gum-spackled floor. “It’s possible.”

“Or the trees below cushioned her fall and caught her like a 

net! She can speak to them, you know.” 

“Yes,” he said. “One can always hope.” 

I tried to imagine being cushioned by a spiky pine tree after 

such a fall. It didn’t seem possible. I saw the small hope Emma had 

kindled wink out, and then her legs began to tremble and she let go 

of the rail and thumped down onto the seat beside me. 

She looked at Addison with wet eyes. “I’m sorry about your 

friend.”

He nodded. “Same to you.” 

“None of this ever would’ve happened if Miss Peregrine were 
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I looked up at the giant boatman. “So this is you?” I said un-

certainly. “You’re . . . Sharon?” 

“In the flesh,” he replied, his voice an oily slither that made my 

neck hairs stand on end. 

“Good bird, man, you scared us half to death!” said Addison. 

“Was all that bluster and cackling really necessary?”

“My apologies. I was napping and you startled me.”

“We startled you?” 

“For a moment I thought you really were trying to steal my 

boat,” he chuckled. 

“Ha-ha!” Emma said, forcing a laugh. “No, we were just . . . 

making sure it was moored properly.” 

Sharon turned to examine the skiff, which was simply roped to 

one of the wooden pylons. 

“And how do you find it?” he asked, the dull white crescent of 

a grin spreading beneath his hood. 

“Totally . . . ship-shape,” I said, finally jimmying my leg free 

from the hole. “Really good, um, mooring.” 

“Couldn’t have tied a better knot myself,” said Emma, helping 

me to my feet. 

“By the way,” said Addison. “The ones who did try . . . are 

they really all . . . ?” He glanced at the dark water and swallowed 

audibly. 

“Never mind that,” the boatman said. “Now you’ve woken 

me, and I am at your service. What can I do for you?”

“We need to hire your boat,” Emma said firmly. “By ourselves.” 

“I can’t allow that,” Sharon said. “I always captain the boat.” 

“Ah, too bad then!” Addison said, turning eagerly to leave. 

Emma caught him by the collar. “Wait!” she hissed. “We’re not 

done here.” She smiled pleasantly at the boatman. “So, we happen 

to know that a lot of peculiars come through this . . . ” 

She looked around, searching for the right word. 

“ . . . place. Is that because there’s a loop entrance nearby?”
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crooned about its cuteness and complained that she and my dad had 

never taken a real European vacation—Oh, Frank, let’s go. 

Emma seemed palpably disappointed. “I was expecting some-

thing more sinister.”

“Me too,” I said. “Where are all the murder dens and blood-

sport arenas?” 

“I don’t know what sort of business you think people get up to 

around here,” Sharon said, “but I’ve never heard of a murder den. As 

for bloodsport arenas, there’s only the one—Derek’s, down Oozing  

Street. Good chap, Derek. Owes me a fiver . . . ” 

“And the wights?” said Emma. “What about our kidnapped 

friends?” 

“Keep your voice down,” Sharon hissed. “As soon as I take 

care of my own business, we’ll find someone who can help you. Until 

then, don’t repeat that to anyone.”

Emma got in Sharon’s face. “Then don’t make me repeat this. 

While we appreciate your help and expertise, our friends’ lives have 

been given an expiration date. I won’t stall and dawdle about simply 

to avoid ruffling some feathers.”

Sharon looked down at her, quiet for a moment. Then he said, 

“We all have an expiration date. If I were you, I wouldn’t be in such 

a hurry to find out what it is.”
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“Well?” said Lorraine. 

The man seemed to decide we weren’t a threat. “Okay,” he 

said, stepping aside. He closed and locked the door behind us, then 

trailed after as Lorraine showed us down a long hallway. 

We came into a dim parlor flickering with oil lamps. It was a 

sleazy place with delusions of grandeur: the walls were trimmed with 

gold scrollwork and velvet drapes, the domed ceiling was painted 

with tanned and tunicked Greek gods, and marble columns framed 

the entrance to the hall.

Lorraine nodded to the doorman. “Thank you, Carlos.” 

Carlos glided away to the back of the room. Lorraine walked 

to a curtained wall and pulled a cord, and the fabric slid aside to 

reveal a wide panel of sturdy glass. We stepped forward to look, and 

through it saw another room. It was very much like the one we were 

standing in, but smaller, and people were lazing about on chairs and 

sofas, some reading while others napped. 

I counted eight of them. A few were older, graying at the tem-

ples. Two, a boy and a girl, were under the age of ten. They were all, 

I realized, prisoners. 

Addison started to ask a question, but Lorraine gestured impa-

tiently. “Questions after, please.” She strode to the glass, picked up a 

tube connected umbilically to the wall below it, and spoke into one 

end. “Number thirteen!” 

On the other side of the glass, the youngest boy stood and 

shuffled forward. His hands and legs were chained, and he was the 

only peculiar wearing anything resembling prisoner’s garb: a striped 

suit and cap with the number 13 stitched boldly onto them. Though 

he couldn’t have been older than ten, he had a man’s facial hair: a 

bushy, triangular goatee and eyebrows like jungle caterpillars, the 

eyes below them cold and appraising.

“Why is he chained like that?” I said. “Is he dangerous?” 

“You’ll see,” Lorraine said.

The boy closed his eyes. He seemed to be concentrating. A mo-
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As we wandered, I began to get a handle on the Acre’s unique 

geography, learning the blocks less by their names than by their char-

acter. Each street was distinct, the shops along them grouped accord-

ing to type. Doleful Street boasted two undertakers, a medium, a 

carpenter who worked exclusively with “repurposed coffinwood,” 

a troupe of professional funeral-wailers who did weekend duty as a 

barbershop quartet, and a tax accountant. Oozing Street was oddly 

cheerful, with flower boxes hanging from windowsills and houses 

painted bright colors; even the slaughterhouse that anchored it was 

an inviting robin’s-egg blue, and I resisted an odd impulse to go in-

side and ask for a tour. Periwinkle Street, on the other hand, was a 

cesspit. There was an open sewer running down its center, a thriving 

population of aggressive flies, and sidewalks that overflowed with 

putrefying vegetables, the property of a cut-rate greengrocer whose 

sign claimed he could turn them fresh again with a kiss.

Attenuated Avenue was just fifty feet long and had only one 

business: two men selling snacks from a basket on a sled. Children 

crowded around, clamoring for handouts, and Addison veered off to 

snuffle around their feet for droppings. I was about to call after him 

when one of the men shouted, “Cat’s meat! Boiled cat’s meat here!” 

He came scurrying back on his own, tail tucked between his legs, 

whimpering, “I shall never eat again, never, never again . . . ” 
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* * *

We slipped away just as a crowd began to gather. 

“Don’t look back,” Addison warned.

“Forget him,” said Emma. “He’s a madman.” 

I think we all knew he was more than that—but that’s all we 

knew. We walked fast in paranoid silence, our brains humming with 

unanswerable questions. No one mentioned the beggar’s bizarre 

pronouncements, for which I was grateful. I had no clue what they 

meant and was too exhausted to speculate, and I could tell from 

their dragging feet that Emma and Addison were flagging, too. We 

didn’t talk about that, either. Exhaustion was our new enemy, and to 

name it would only have empowered it more. 

We strained to see any sign of the wights’ bridge as the road 

ahead sloped downward into an obscuring bowl of fog. It occurred 

to me that Lorraine might’ve lied to us. Maybe there was no bridge. 

Maybe she’d sent us into this pit hoping its denizens would eat us 

alive. If only we had brought her with us, then we could’ve have 

forced her to—

“There it is!” Addison cried, his body forming an arrow that 

pointed straight ahead. 

We struggled to see what he saw—even with his glasses, Ad-

dison’s vision was sharper than ours—and after a dozen paces we 

could make out, just dimly, how the road narrowed and then arched 

over some sort of chasm. 

“The bridge!” Emma cried. 

We broke into a run, exhaustion momentarily forgotten, our 

feet sending up puffs of black dust. A minute later when we stopped 

for breath, the view had cleared. A shroud of greenish mist hung 

over the chasm. Looming faintly beyond was a long wall of white 

stone, and beyond that, a high pale tower, the top of which was lost 

among low clouds. 

That was it: the wights’ fortress. There was an unsettling 
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I squirmed up from my elbows to sit fully upright, the effort of 

which nearly exhausted me. “I don’t care about any of that. I want 

to see Emma.” 

“Of course! Your friend . . . ” 

He flapped his hands like little wings while his eyes darted from 

side to side, as if he might find Emma in a corner of the room. 

“I want to see her. Now!” 

“My name’s Nim!” he squeaked. “And I’m to notify—yes, un-

der strict instructions . . . ” 

A panicky thought flew into my head—that Sharon, mercenary 

that he was, had rescued us from the mob only to sell us for spare 

parts. 

“EMMA!” I managed to shout. “WHERE ARE YOU?” 

Nim went blank and plopped into the chair—I’d scared him 

silly, I think. 

A moment later feet came pounding down the hall. A man in 

a white coat burst into the room. “You’re awake!” he exclaimed. I 

could only assume he was a doctor.

“I want to see Emma!” I said. I tried to swing my legs out of 

the bed, but they felt heavy as logs.

The doctor rushed to my side and pushed me back toward the 

sheets. “Don’t exert yourself, you’re still recovering!” 

The doctor ordered Nim to go find Mr. Bentham. Nim ran 

out, bouncing off the doorjamb and flopping into the hall. And then 

Emma was at the door, out of breath and beaming, her hair spilling 

down a clean white dress. 

“Jacob?”

At the sight of her, a burst of strength coursed through me and 

I sat up, pushing the doctor aside.

“Emma!” 

“You’re awake!” she said, running to me. 

“Careful with him, he’s delicate!” the doctor warned. 

Checking herself, Emma gave me the gentlest of hugs, then sat 
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down my arm. “Sounds like heaven.”

“You’ve got snow in your hair,” I said, but it melted when I 

tried to brush it out. I shook the cold water from my hand onto the 

floor—and that’s when I noticed our footprints. We’d left a trail of 

melting snow that probably led right to our hiding spot. 

“What dimwits we are,” I said, pointing out the tracks. “We 

should’ve left our shoes behind!”

“It’s okay,” said Emma. “If they haven’t tracked us by now, 

they probably—” 

Loud, clonking footsteps echoed from across the room, accom-

panied by the sound of a large animal breathing. 

“Back to the window, quick as you can,” Emma hissed, and we 

wormed out of our hiding spot. 

I tried to run but slipped in a puddle. I grabbed the closest thing 

at hand, which happened to be the sheet covering the large object 

we’d been hiding behind. The sheet came ripping away, uncovering 

another display case with a resounding zzzzzzwit! and landing me on 

the floor in a pile of rumpled canvas. 

When I looked up, the first thing I saw was a girl—not Emma, 

who was standing above me, but past her, inside the case, behind the 

glass. She had a perfectly angelic face and a ruffled dress and a bow 

in her hair, and she stared glassily at nothing in what seemed the 

permanent rictus of a taxidermied human being.

I freaked. Emma turned to see what I was freaking out about, 

and then she freaked. 

She dragged me to my feet and we ran.
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* * *

I’d forgotten all about the guy chasing us, the bear, Siberia. I just 

wanted to get out of that room, away from the stuffed girl, and far 

away from any possibility that Emma and I might end up like her, 

dead and encased behind glass. Now I knew all I needed to know 

about this Bentham guy—he was some kind of twisted collector, and 

I was sure that if we looked under more dust covers, we’d find more 

specimens like the girl. 

We sped around a corner only to find, towering before us, a ter-

rifying ten-foot mountain of fur and claws. We screamed, tried too 

late to stop running, and slid into a pile at the bear’s feet. There we 

cowered, waiting to die. Hot, stinking breath rolled over us. Some-

thing wet and rough mopped the side of my face. 

I’d been licked by a bear. I’d been licked by a bear, and some-

one was laughing. 

“Calm yourself, he won’t bite!” the someone said, and I un-

covered my face to see a long furry nose and big brown eyes staring 

down at me. 

Had the bear spoken? Do bears talk about themselves in the 

third person? 

“His name’s PT,” the someone continued, “and he’s my body-

guard. He’s quite friendly, provided you stay on my good side. PT, 

sit!”

PT sat, then began licking his paw instead of my face. I flipped 

myself right side up, wiped the slobber from my cheek, and finally 

saw the owner of the voice. He was an older man—a gentleman—

and he wore a subtle smirk that complemented his killer outfit: top 

hat, cane, gloves, and a high white collar that rose from the top of 

his dark jacket. 

He bowed slightly and tipped his hat. “Myron Bentham, at 

your service.” 
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“Are you coming?” 

We’d been staring. 

“Sorry,” Emma said, and we ran to catch up. 

* * *

We wended our way through the maze after Bentham and his bear. 

“Is your bear peculiar?” I asked. 

“Yes, he’s a grimbear,” said Bentham, rubbing PT’s shoulder 

affectionately. “They are the preferred companion of ymbrynes in 

Russia and Finland, and grimbear-taming is an old and respected art 

among peculiars there. They’re strong enough to fight off a hollow-

gast yet gentle enough to care for a child, they’re warmer than elec-

tric blankets on winter nights, and they make fearsome protectors, 

as you’ll see here . . . PT, left!”

As Bentham extolled the virtues of grimbears, we came into 

a small anteroom. Under a glass canopy in the middle of the room 

were three ladies and, towering over them, a giant, vicious-looking 

bear. My breath caught for a moment before I realized they were 

motionless, another of Bentham’s displays. 

“That’s Miss Waxwing, Miss Troupial, and Miss Grebe,” Ben-

tham said, “and their grim, Alexi.” 

The grimbear, on second look, appeared to be protecting the 

wax ymbrynes. The ladies were posed calmly around it while the 

bear was raised on its hind legs, frozen in midroar while swiping 

its paw at an enemy. Its other paw rested almost sweetly on one of 

the ymbrynes’ shoulders, and her fingers were hooked around one 

of its long nails, as if to demonstrate her casual mastery over such a 

fearsome creature. 
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Bentham held the second photo closer, studying his brother’s 

face. “There had always been a darkness in him,” he said, “but I 

refused to see it. Alma’s vision was sharper—she pushed Jack away 

early. But Jack and I were close in age and in mentality, or so I 

thought. We were chums, thick as thieves. But he hid his true self 

from me. I didn’t see him for what he was until the day I said, ‘Jack, 

you have stop this,’ and he had me beaten and thrown into a lightless 

hole to die. By then it was too late.” 

Bentham looked up, his eyes reflecting the fire’s glow. “It’s 

quite something to realize you mean less than nothing to your own 

brother.” He was quiet for a moment, tangled in an awful memory.

“But you didn’t die,” said Emma. “You turned them into hol-

lows.” 

“Yes.”

“How?” 

“I tricked them.” 

“Into becoming horrible monsters?” I said. 

“I never meant to turn them into monsters. I meant only to get 

rid of them.” He returned stiffly to the couch and lowered himself 

onto the cushions. “I was starving, near death when it came to me: 

the perfect story with which to ensnare my brother. A lie as old as 

humanity itself. The fountain of youth. With my finger I scratched it 

into the dirt of my cell floor: the steps of an obscure loop manipula-

tion technique that could reverse, and forever eliminate, the dangers 

of aging forward. Or so it seemed. In reality, that was just a side 

effect of what the steps truly described, which was an arcane and 

largely forgotten procedure to collapse loops, quickly and perma-

nently, in an emergency.”

I pictured the “autodestruct” button of sci-fi cliché. A super- 

nova in miniature; stars winking out. 

“I never expected my trick to work so well,” Bentham said. “A 

member of the movement whose sympathy I had earned circulated 

my technique as his own, and Jack believed it. He led his followers 
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to a distant loop to enact the procedure—and there, I hoped, they 

would slam the door behind themselves forever.” 

“But that’s not what happened,” said Emma.

“Is that when half of Siberia got blown up?” I asked. 

“The reaction was so strong, it lasted a day and a night,” said 

Bentham. “There are photos of it, and of the aftermath . . . ” 

He nodded at the album on the floor, then waited while we 

found the pictures. One, taken at night in some indistinct wilder-

ness, was striped by a jet of vertical flame, a massive but distant 

release of white-hot energy that lit the night like a skyscraper-sized 

Roman candle. The other was a ruined village made up of rubble 

and cracked houses and trees raked clean of bark. Just looking at it, 

I could almost hear a lonely wind blowing; the palpable silence of a 

place robbed suddenly of life.
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Bentham shook his head. “Never in my wildest dreams did 

I imagine what would crawl out of that collapsed loop,” he said. 

“For a brief time afterward, things were quiet. Released from con-

finement, I began to recover. I regained control of my machine. It 

seemed my brother’s dark age had drawn to a close—but it was only 

beginning.” 

“That was the start of the Hollow Wars,” Emma said.

“Soon we began to hear stories about creatures made of shadow. 

They were emerging from the ruined forests to feed on peculiars—

and normals, and animals, and anything that would fit between their 

jaws.” 

“Once I saw one eat a car,” Nim said. 

I said, “A car?” 

“I was inside it,” he replied.

We waited for him to elaborate. 

“And?” said Emma. 

“I got away,” he said, shrugging. “The steering column got 

stuck in its throat.” 

“May I continue?” said Bentham. 

“Of course, sir. My apologies.” 

“As I was saying, there wasn’t much that would stop these new 

abominations, save the odd steering column—and loop entrances. 

Luckily, we had plenty of those. So most of us dealt with the hollow-

gast problem by staying put in our loops, venturing out only when 

we had no choice. The hollows didn’t end our lives, but they made 

them vastly more difficult, isolated, and dangerous.”

“What about the wights?” I asked.

“I imagine he’s coming to that,” said Emma.

“I am,” said Bentham. “Five years after encountering my first 

hollowgast, I met my first wight. There was a knock at my door after 

midnight. I was in my house, safe inside my loop—or so I thought. 

But when I opened the door, there stood my brother Jack, a bit worse 

for wear but looking like his old self—save his dead eyes, which were 
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street. They were terribly sad looking, with only a few feet of slack 

on their chains, and they sat on the muddy ground watching the man 

approach with something like dread, their furry ears flattened back. 

The man dumped some putrid table scraps before them and left 

without a word. The whole scene made me unutterably depressed. 
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than the first. A burly man stood on a chair at the opposite wall, 

directing people to one of two doors. “Fighters to the left, spectators 

to the right!” he shouted. “Place your bets in the parlor!” 

I could hear voices yelling a few rooms away, and a moment 

later the crowd parted to allow three men to pass, two of whom 

were dragging the third, who was unconscious and bleeding. Whis-

tles and catcalls followed them. 

“That’s what losers look like!” the man on the chair bellowed. 

“And that,” he said, pointing into a side room, “is what cowards 

look like!” 

I peeked into the room, where two men under guard stood mis-

erably for all to see. They were covered in tar and feathers. 
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“Let them be a reminder,” said the man. “All fighters must 

spend two minutes in the cage, minimum!” 

“So which are you?” Sharon asked me. “A fighter or a specta-

tor?” 

I felt my chest tighten as I tried to imagine what was about to 

happen: I wasn’t just going to tame this hollow, but do it in front of 

a rowdy and potentially hostile audience—and then try and get out. 

I found myself hoping that it wasn’t too injured, because I had a feel-

ing I’d need its strength to clear us an exit. These peculiars weren’t 

going to give up their new toy without a fight. 

“A fighter,” I said. “To really control it, I’m going to have to 

get close.” 

Emma met my eyes and smiled. You can do this, her smile said, 

and I knew, in that moment, that I could. I strode through the door 

meant for fighters, buoyed with new confidence, Sharon and Emma 

following behind me. 

That confidence lasted approximately four seconds, which was 

the length of time it took me to walk into the room and notice the 

blood that was puddled and smeared all over the floors and walls. A 

river of it led down a light-filled hall and out an open door, through 

which I could see another crowd and, just beyond them, the bars of 

a large cage. 
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Sharon went quiet. 

“No, I wasn’t,” the dealer said. He stroked his fake beard and 

seemed to study me through the hollowed eyes of his mask. I won-

dered what he looked like underneath, and just how much ambrosia 

you’d have to pour into your face before you melted it. Then I shud-

dered and wished I hadn’t. 
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In a loud, Spanish-accented voice, he told them he’d never been 

beaten in a fight, that he was going to kill the hollow and keep its 

head for a trophy, and that his peculiar ability—ultraquick healing—

would make it impossible for the hollow to inflict a mortal wound. 

“See these beauty marks?” he said, turning to show off a col-

lection of nasty, claw-shaped scars on his back. “A grim gave them 

to me last week. They were an inch deep,” he claimed, “and healed 

the same day!” He pointed at the hollow in the cage. “That wrinkled 

old thing doesn’t stand a chance!” 

“Now it’s definitely going to kill him,” Emma said. 
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Bentham skipped the formalities. “Can you heal one of these?” 

he said, leading Reynaldo and Mother Dust to the laundry cart. “It’s 

a hollowgast, visible to us only where it’s been painted.” 

“She can heal anything with a beating heart,” said Reynaldo.

“Then, please,” Bentham said. “It’s very important that we 

save this creature’s life.” 

Via Reynaldo, Mother Dust issued orders. Take the beast out 

of the cart, they said, so Emma and I tipped the hollowgast onto the 

floor. Put it in the sink, they said, so Emma and Sharon helped me 

lift it and place it in the basin of the long, deep sink. We cleaned its 

wounds with water from the tap, careful not to wash away too much 

of the white paint. Next, Mother Dust examined the hollowgast as 

Reynaldo asked me to identify all the places it was hurt. 

“Now, Marion,” Bentham said, addressing Mother Dust in-

formally, “you needn’t heal every last cut and bruise. We don’t want 

the creature in top health; we only want to keep it alive. You see?” 

“Yes, yes,” Reynaldo said dismissively. “We know what we are 

doing.” 

Bentham harrumphed and turned his back, making a show of 

his unhappiness. 

“Now she will make the dust,” Reynaldo said. “Stand back, 

and be careful not to breathe it in. It will put you to sleep instantly.” 

We backed away. Reynaldo strapped a dust mask over his nose 

and mouth and then untied the shawl that wrapped what was left of 

Mother Dust’s right arm. The stump beneath was only a few inches 

long, and it came to an end well above what would have been her 

elbow. 

With her left hand Mother Dust began to rub the stump, which 

released a fine white powder that hung in the air. Holding his breath, 

Reynaldo combed the air with one hand and collected the dust. We 

watched, fascinated and slightly repulsed, until he’d gathered about 

an ounce of the stuff and the size of Mother Dust’s stump had been 

reduced by the same amount. 
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Bentham got down to business. He issued clipped orders to his 

assistant, who twisted a few dials and pulled a long lever. The gears 

of the machine gave a hiss and sputter, then turned a degree. 

“Bring in the creature,” Bentham said in a low voice.

The hollow had been waiting outside, and I called him in. He 

shuffled through the doorway and let out a low gravelly growl, as if 

he knew something unpleasant was about to happen to him. 

The assistant dropped his wrench but quickly retrieved it. 

“Here is the battery chamber,” Bentham said, drawing our at-

tention to a large box in the corner. “You must guide the creature 

inside, where he’ll be restrained.”

The chamber resembled a windowless phone booth made of 

cast iron. A nest of tubes sprouted from its top and connected to 

pipes that ran along the ceiling. Bentham grasped the heavy door’s 

handle and pulled it open with a grating rasp. I peered inside. The 

walls were smooth gray metal perforated with small holes, like the 

interior of an oven. Along the back hung a collection of thick leather 

straps. 

“Will it hurt him?” I asked.

I surprised myself with the question, and Bentham, too. 

“Does that matter?” he replied. 

“I’d rather it didn’t. If we have a choice.” 

“We don’t,” Bentham said, “but it won’t feel any pain. The 

chamber fills with anesthetic sleeping gas before anything else hap-

pens.” 

“And then what?” I said. 

He smiled and patted my arm. “It’s very technical. Suffice to 

say, your creature will leave the chamber alive, in more or less the 

condition he entered it. Now, if you would kindly have it step in-

side.”

I wasn’t sure I believed him, nor why it mattered to me. The 

hollows had put us through hell and seemed so lacking in feeling that 

inflicting pain on them should have been a pleasure. But it wasn’t. 
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* * *

Bentham could hardly contain himself. “My beloved Panloopticon,” 

he cried, throwing his arms wide. “How I missed you!” 

“Congratulations,” Sharon said. “I’m glad I could be here to 

witness this.”

Bentham’s excitement was infectious. It was an astounding 

thing, his machine: a universe contained in a single hallway. Look-

ing down it, I could see hints of other worlds peeking out—wind 

moaning behind one door, grains of sand blowing into the hall from 

beneath another. At any other time, under any other circumstances, 

I would’ve run and thrown them open. But right now there was only 

one door I cared about opening. 

“Which of these leads inside the wights’ fortress?” I asked. 

“Yes, yes, to business,” Bentham said, reining himself in. “My 

apologies if I got a bit carried away. I’ve put my life into this ma-

chine, and it’s good to see it up and running again.”

He leaned against a wall, suddenly sapped of energy. “Getting 

you into the fortress should be a simple enough proposition. Behind 

these doors are at least a half dozen crossover points. The question 

is, what will you do once you get there?” 

“That depends,” Emma said. “What are we going to find when 

we get there?” 

“It’s been a long time since I was inside,” Bentham said, “so 

my knowledge is dated. My brother’s Panloopticon doesn’t look like 

mine—it is arranged vertically, in a high tower. The prisoners are 

kept elsewhere. They’ll be in separate cells under heavy guard.” 

“The guards will be our biggest problem,” I said. 

“I may be able help with them,” said Sharon. 

“You’re coming with us?” Emma said. 

“Absolutely not!” Sharon said. “But I’d like to do my bit some-

how—with minimal risk to myself, of course. I’ll create a distur-

bance outside the fortress walls that will draw the guards’ attention. 
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Emma was shaking her head. “That didn’t sound like Miss Per-

egrine. Unless she’s been brainwashed.”

“And she never calls the kids by only their first or last names,” 

I said. “That would’ve been Miss Bruntley.” 

“You don’t believe the message is authentic?” Bentham said. 

“I don’t know what that was,” Emma replied. 

Bentham leaned toward the cage and said, “Authenticate!” 

The bird said nothing. Bentham repeated his command, wary, 

and cocked his ear toward the bird. Then, suddenly, he straightened.

“Oh, hell.” 

And then I heard it, too: ticking. 

“BOMB!” Emma screamed. 

PT knocked the cage into a corner, swept us into a protective 

embrace, and turned his back to the bird. There was a blinding flash 

and a deafening bang, but I felt no pain; the bear had taken the brunt 

of the blast. Other than a pressure wave that popped my ears and 

blew off Bentham’s hat, followed by a searing but mercifully brief 

sensation of heat, we’d been spared. 

It was raining paint flakes and parrot feathers as we stumbled 

out of the room. We were all unscathed but the bear, who sank onto 

all fours and showed us his back with a trembling whimper. It was 

seared black and stripped of fur, and when Bentham saw it he cried 

out in anger and hugged the animal by its neck.

Nim ran off to wake Mother Dust. 

“Do you know what this means?” Emma said. She was shak-

ing, eyes wide. I’m sure I looked the same; surviving a bomb attack 

will do that to a person. 

“I’m pretty sure it wasn’t Miss Peregrine who sent that par-

rot,” I said. 

“Obviously . . . ”

“And Caul knows where we are.”

“If he didn’t before, he does now. Messenger birds are trained 

to find people even if the sender doesn’t have their exact address.” 
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W e followed Bentham’s assistant into the room, past 

the usual furnishings, through the missing fourth 

wall, and out into a thick grove of evergreens. It was 

midday, late fall or early spring, the air chill and tinged with wood 

smoke. Our feet crunched along a well-worn path, the only other 

sounds a songbird’s whistle and the low but rising roar of falling 

water. Bentham’s assistant said little and that was fine by us; Emma 

and I were filled with a high, buzzing tension and had no interest in 

idle conversation. 

We passed through the trees and out onto a track that curved 

around a mountainside. A desaturated landscape of gray rocks and 

patches of snow. Distant pines like rows of bristling brushes. We 

jogged at a moderate pace, careful not to exhaust ourselves too soon. 

After a few minutes we rounded a bend and found ourselves stand-

ing before a thundering waterfall.

Here was one of the signs Bentham had promised. this way, it 

read, plain as day. 

“Where are we?” Emma asked. 

“Argentina,” the assistant replied. 

Obeying the sign, we followed a path that became gradually 

overgrown with trees and thickets. We pushed aside the brambles 

and trudged on, the waterfall quieting behind us. The path ended at 

a small stream. We followed the stream a few hundred yards until 

it, too, ended, the water flowing into a low opening in a hillside, the 

entrance to which was hidden by ferns and moss. The assistant knelt 

on the stream bank and pulled back a curtain of weeds—then froze. 
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“What is it?” I whispered. 

He pulled a pistol from his belt and fired three shots into the 

opening. A chilling cry came back, and then a creature rolled out 

into the stream, dead. 

“What is it?” I asked again, staring at the creature. It was all 

fur and claws.

“Dunno,” said the assistant. “But it was waiting for you.” 

It was nothing I could identify—it had a lumpy body, fanged 

teeth, and giant bulbous eyes, and even they seemed to be covered 

with fur. I wondered if Caul put it there—if maybe he’d anticipated 

his brother’s plan and booby-trapped all the shortcuts into his Pan-

loopticon.

The stream carried the body away. 

“Bentham said he didn’t have any guns,” Emma said. 

“He doesn’t,” the assistant said. “This one’s mine.” 

Emma looked at him expectantly. “Well, could we borrow it?” 

“No.” He put it away. Pointed to the cave. “Go through there. 

Retrace your steps backward to the place we came from. Then you’ll 

be with the wights.” 

“Where will you be?” 

He sat down in the snow. “Here.” 
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* * *

I heard footsteps approaching. Pulled my head back inside the door. 

There was no time to close it. 

Through the crack I glimpsed a flash of white as a man walked 

by. He was moving quickly, dressed in a lab coat, head down to read 

a paper in his hand. 

He didn’t see me.

I waited for his footsteps to recede and then squeezed into the 

hall. Emma followed, pulling the door shut behind us. 

Left or right? The floor ran uphill to the left, downhill to the 

right. According to Bentham we were in Caul’s tower, but his pris-

oners were not. We needed to get out. Down, then. Down and right. 

We turned right, hugging the inner wall as the hallway spiraled 

downward. The rubber soles of my shoes squeaked. I hadn’t noticed 

the noise until now, and in the amplified quiet of the hard-walled 

hallway, each step was cringe-inducing. 

We went on for a short while, and then Emma tensed and threw 

her arm across my chest to stop me. 

We listened. With our footsteps silenced, we could hear others. 

They were ahead of us, and close. We rushed to the closest door. It 

slid open easily. We dove inside, closed it, threw our backs against it. 

The room we’d entered was round, walls and ceiling both. We 

were inside a huge drainage pipe, thirty feet wide and still under con-

struction—and we weren’t alone. Where the pipe ended and broke 

into rainy daylight, a dozen men sat on a pipe-shaped scaffold, star-

ing at us, dumbfounded. We’d interrupted them during their lunch 

break. 

“Hey! How’d you get in there?” one shouted. 

“They’re kids,” said another. “Hey, this ain’t a playground!” 

They were American, and they didn’t seem to know what to 

make of us. We didn’t dare respond for fear that the wights in the 

hall might hear us, and I worried that the workers’ shouting would 
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attract their attention, too.

“Have you got that finger?” I whispered to Emma. “Now 

seems like a good time to test it out.” 

So we gave them the finger. By which I mean we put on the dust 

masks (wet from the stream but still serviceable), Emma crushed 

a tiny bit of Mother Dust’s pinky, and we walked down the pipe 

toward the men and attempted to launch the powder at them. First 

Emma tried blowing it out of her cupped hand, but it just swirled 

into a cloud around our heads, which made my face tingle and go 

a bit numb. Next I tried throwing it, which didn’t work at all. The 

dust, it seemed, wasn’t much good as an offensive weapon. By now 

the pipe builders were growing impatient, and one had jumped 

down from the scaffold to remove us by force. Emma tucked the 

finger away and made a flame with her hand—there was a poof! as 

Emma’s flame ignited the dust hanging in the air, turning it instantly 

to smoke.

“Woah!” the man said. He began coughing and soon slumped 

to the floor, fast asleep. When a few of his friends ran to help him, 

they too fell victim to the cloud of anesthetizing smoke and fell to 

the ground beside him. 

Now the remaining workmen were afraid, angry, and shouting 

at us. We ran back to the door before the situation could devolve fur-

ther. I checked that the coast was clear and we slipped into the hall. 

When I closed the door behind us, the sound of the men’s voic-

es was muted completely, as if it hadn’t just shut them inside but had 

somehow turned them off. 
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The next room was wide and open like a hospital ward. Twen-

ty or more beds were chained to the walls, and peculiars, adults 

and children alike, were strapped into the beds. None appeared con-

scious. Needles and tubes snaked from the soles of their feet to bags 

that were filling slowly with black liquid. 

“They’re being drained,” Emma said, her voice shaking. “Their 

souls drawn out.” 

I didn’t want to look at their faces, but we had to. “Who’s here, 

who’s here, who are you,” I muttered as we raced from bed to bed. 

I hoped, shamefully, that none of these poor wretches were 

our friends. There were several we recognized: the telekinetic girl, 

Melina. The pale brothers, Joel-and-Peter, separated so there was no 

chance of another destructive blast. Their faces were twisted, their 

muscles tense and fists clenched even in sleep, as if both were in the 

grip of terrible dreams. 

“My God,” Emma said. “They’re trying to fight it.” 

“Then let’s help them,” I said, and stepping to the end of Me-

lina’s bed I drew the needle carefully from her foot. A tiny drop 

of black liquid leaked from the wound. After a moment her face 

relaxed. 

“Hello,” said a voice from elsewhere in the room. 

We spun around. In the corner sat a man in leg shackles. He 

was curled in a ball and rocking, and he laughed without smiling, his 

eyes like shards of black ice. 

It was his cold laugh we’d heard echoing through the rooms. 
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We stepped into the open and moved toward him across the 

floor. I remembered where I’d last heard the song: at the dentist, 

while a metal pick stabbed at the soft, pink flesh of my gums. 

“You Make Loving Fun.” 

Now we were only a few yards away. Emma held out a hand, 

ready to light it. But just before we got within reach of the man, he 

spoke to us. 

“Hello, there. I’ve been expecting you.” 

It was a slimy-smooth voice I would never forget. Caul. 

Emma summoned flames that shot from her palms with the 

sound of a whip-crack. “Tell us where the ymbrynes are, and I might 

spare your life!” 

Startled, the man spun around in his chair. What we saw star-

tled us, too: below his wide eyes, his face was a ruin of melted flesh. 

This man was not Caul—he wasn’t even a wight—and it couldn’t 

have been him who’d spoken. The man’s lips were fused together. In 

his two hands he held a mechanical pencil and a small remote con-

trol. Pinned to his coat was a name tag.

Warren. 

“Gee, you wouldn’t hurt old Warren, would you?” Caul’s voice 

again, coming from the same place as the music: a speaker in the 

wall. “Though it wouldn’t matter much if you did. He’s only my 

intern.” 

Warren sank low into his swivel chair, looking fearfully at the 

flame in Emma’s hand. 

“Where are you?” Emma shouted, looking around. 

“Never mind that!” Caul said through the speaker. “What 

matters is that you’ve come to see me. I’m delighted! It’s so much 

easier than hunting you down.”

“We’ve got a whole army of peculiars on their way!” Emma 

bluffed. “The crowd at your gates is just the tip of the spear. Tell us 

where the ymbrynes are and maybe we can settle this peacefully!” 

“Army!” Caul said, laughing. “There aren’t enough fight-ready 
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peculiars left in London to form a fire brigade, much less an army. 

As for your pathetic ymbrynes, save your empty threats—I’ll gladly 

show you where they are. Warren, would you do the honors?” 

Warren pushed a button on the remote in his hand, and with a 

loud whoosh a panel slid aside in the wall to one side of us. Behind it 

was a second wall made of thick glass, which looked into an expan-

sive room engulfed in shadow. 

We pressed against the glass, cupping our hands around our 

faces to see. Gradually, there came into view a space like a neglected 

basement, jumbled with furnishings and heavy drapes and human 

forms frozen in strange postures, many of which appeared, like the 

spare parts on Warren’s desk, to have been stripped of their skin. 

Oh God what’s he done to them—

My eyes darted around the dark, my heart racing. 

“That’s Miss Glassbill!” Emma cried, and then I saw her, too. 

She sat in a chair off to one side, mannish and flat-faced, perfectly 

symmetrical braids falling down either side of her head. We pounded 

on the glass and called to her, but she merely stared, in a daze, unre-

sponsive to our shouts. 
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“Buongiorno,” said Perplexus. “How do you do.” 

“It’s an honor to meet you,” I said. 

“Yes,” he said, nose rising in the air. “It is.”

“What’s he doing here?” I whispered to Millard. “And how is 

he still alive?”

“Caul found him living in some fourteenth-century loop in 

Venice that no one knew existed. He’s been here two days, though, 

which means he could age forward very soon.” 

As I had come to understand such things, Perplexus was in 

danger of aging forward because the loop he’d been living in was 

considerably older than the one we were in now, and the difference 

between those times would eventually catch up with him.

“I’m your biggest fan!” Millard said to Perplexus. “I have all 

your maps . . . ” 

“Yes, you tell me already,” Perplexus said. “Grazie.”

“None of that explains what he’s doing here,” said Emma. 

“Perplexus wrote about finding the Library of Souls in his jour-

nals,” said Millard, “so Caul tracked him down, kidnapped him, 

and made him tell where it was.” 

“I made oath of blood to never say nothing,” Perplexus said 

miserably. “Now I am cursed forever!” 

“I want to get Perplexus back to his loop before he ages,” said 

Millard. “I won’t be responsible for the loss of peculiardom’s great-

est living treasure!” 

From outside the door came another boom, this one even big-

ger and louder than before. The room trembled and pebbly bits of 

rock rained from the ceiling.

“We’ll do our best, dear,” Miss Peregrine said. “But we’ve got 

other things to see about first.” 

* * *
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speaking, though I couldn’t make out the words. Then a bird whis-

tled. My blood went cold. 

There were ymbrynes inside. More that we hadn’t known were 

here. 

Hostages. 

But if that was true, why weren’t the wights trying to negotiate? 

My original plan had been to break down all the doors at once 

and charge inside. But if there were hostages—especially ymbryne 

hostages—I couldn’t risk such rash action. 

I decided to have one of the hollows risk a look inside. All the 

windows were shuttered, though, which meant I’d have to send it 

through a door. 

I chose the smallest hollow. Reeled out its dominant tongue. It 

licked the knob, gripped it.

“I’m sending one inside,” I said. “Just one, to look around.”

Slowly, the hollow turned the knob. On my silent count of 

three, the hollow pushed open the door. 

It leaned forward and pressed its black eye to the crack. 

“I’m looking inside.”

Through its eye I could see a slice of wall lined with cages. 

Heavy, black birdcages of various shapes and sizes. 
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Caul. A twig of a man with no weapons in his hand nor guards 

by his side. His face pale and contorted into an unnatural grin, his 

eyes capped by bulging sunglasses, insectine. He was dandied up 

in a cloak, a cape, loops of gold jewelry, and a bouffant silk tie. 

He looked flamboyantly insane, like some mad doctor from gothic 

fiction who’d performed too many experiments on himself. And it 

was his evident madness, I think—and that we all knew him to be 

capable of true evil—that stopped us from rushing to tear him apart. 

A man like Caul was never as defenseless as he seemed.
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Bentham climbed down from his bear and removed his hat in 

awe. “So this is the place,” he said, gazing across the hills.

Caul threw a big-brotherly arm across his shoulders. “I told 

you this day would come. We certainly put each other through hell 

getting here, didn’t we?”

“We did,” Bentham agreed. 

“But I say all’s well that ends well, because now I get to do this.” 

Caul turned to face us. “Friends! Ymbrynes! Peculiar children!” He 

let his voice echo away into the strange, moaning canyons. “Today 

will go down in history. Welcome to Abaton!” 

He paused, waiting for applause that didn’t come. 

“You’re standing now in the ancient city that once protected 

the Library of Souls. Until recently, it hadn’t been seen in over four 

hundred years, nor conquered in a thousand—until I rediscovered it! 

Now, with you as my witnesses . . . ” 

He stopped, looked down for a moment, then laughed. “Why 

am I wasting my breath? You philistines will never appreciate the 

gravity of my achievement. Look at you—like donkeys contemplat-

ing the Sistine Chapel!” He patted Bentham on the arm. “Come on, 

brother. Let’s go and take what’s ours.” 

“And ours as well!” said a voice behind me. One of the guards. 

“You won’t forget us, will you, sir?” 

“Of course I won’t,” Caul said, attempting a smile and failing. 

He couldn’t disguise his irritation at having been challenged in front 

of everyone. “Your loyalty will be repaid tenfold.” 

He turned with Bentham and started down a footpath, the 

guards pushing us after them. 

* * *

The sunbaked path split and split again, sending branches and feed-

ers into the spiked hills. Following a route he’d no doubt forced 

Perplexus to reveal and had trod many times in recent days, Caul led 
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Caul indicated the door. “The library awaits.”

Bentham removed his hat. “Extraordinary,” he said, hushed 

and reverent. “It almost seems to be singing to us. Like all the resting 

souls here are coming awake to welcome us.” 

“Welcoming,” said Emma. “I doubt that.” 

The guards pushed us toward the door. We ducked through the 

low opening and into another cavelike room. Like the others we’d 

seen in Abaton, it had been dug by hand from soft rock, untold ages 

ago. It was low-ceilinged and bare, empty but for some scattered 

straw and broken shards of pottery. Its most unique feature was the 

walls, into which had been dug many dozens of small coves. They 

were oval-topped and flat on the bottom, large enough to hold a 

bottle or a candle. At the back of the room, several doors forked 

away into darkness.

“Well, boy?” said Caul. “Can you see any?” 

I looked around. “Any what?” 

“Don’t trifle with me. Soul jars.” He stepped to a wall and 

swept his hand inside one of the coves. “Go and pick one up.” 

I turned slowly, scanning the walls. Every cove appeared to be 

empty. “I don’t see anything,” I said. “Maybe there aren’t any.” 

“You’re lying.” 

Caul nodded to my guard. The guard punched me in the stom-

ach.

Emma and Miss Peregrine shouted as I fell to my knees, groan-

ing. Looking down at myself, I saw blood trickling through my 

shirt—not from the punch, but from my hollow bite. 

“Please, Jack!” cried Miss Peregrine. “He’s just a boy!” 

“Just a boy, just a boy!” Caul said mockingly. “That’s the very 

heart of the problem! You’ve got to punish them like men, water 

them with a bit of blood, and then the shoot begins to spring up, 

the plant to grow.” He strode toward me while spinning the barrel 

of his odd, antique pistol. “Straighten his leg. I want a clean shot at 

the knee.”
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The guard shoved me to the ground and grabbed ahold of my 

calf. My cheek ground into the dirt, my face aimed at the wall. 

I heard the gun’s hammer pull back. And then, as the women 

begged Caul for mercy, I saw something in one the coves in the wall. 

A shape I hadn’t noticed before—

“Wait!” I shouted. “I see something!” 

The guard flipped me over. 

“Come to your senses, have you?” Caul was standing over me, 

looking down. “What do you see?” 

I looked again, blinking. Forced myself to be calm, my vision 

to focus. 

There in the wall, coming gradually into view like a Polaroid 

photo, was the faint image of a stone jar. It was a simple, unadorned 

thing, cylindrical in shape with a tapered neck and a cork plugging 

its top, its stone the same reddish color as the strange hills of Abaton. 
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A fter the loop collapsed and the tower fell, we 

weren’t allowed to stand shell-shocked and gap-

ing—at least not for long. Though it seemed the 

worst dangers were behind us and most of our enemies had been 

felled or captured, there was chaos all around and work to be done. 

Despite our exhaustion and bruises and sprains, the ymbrynes set 

about doing what ymbrynes do best, which was to create order. They 

changed into human form and took charge. The compound was 

searched for hidden wights. Two surrendered outright, and Addison 

discovered another—a miserable-looking woman hiding in a hole in 

the ground. 

 She came out with her arms raised, begging for mercy. Sha-

ron’s cousins were employed constructing a makeshift jail to hold 

our small but growing number of prisoners, and they set happily 

to work, singing while they hammered. Sharon was interrogated 

by Miss Peregrine and Miss Avocet, but after just a few minutes 

of questioning, they were satisfied that he was merely a mercenary, 

not a secret operative or a traitor. Sharon had seemed as shocked by 

Bentham’s betrayal as the rest of us. 

In short order the wights’ prisons and laboratories were emp-

tied and their machines of terror smashed. The subjects of their hor-

rible experiments were brought out into the open and attended to. 

Dozens more were freed from another block of cells. They emerged 

from the underground building where they’d been held looking thin 

and ragged. Some wandered in a daze and had to be corralled and 

watched, lest they walk away and get lost. Others were so over-
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* * *

We milled about the compound, awaiting instructions from the ym-

brynes. It was a relief, for once, not to be the ones who decided 

everything. We felt spent but energized, exhausted beyond belief but 

charged with the crazy knowledge that we had survived. 

There were spontaneous bursts of cheering, laughter, songs. 

Millard and Bronwyn danced across the scarred ground. Olive and 

Claire clung to Miss Peregrine, who carried them in her arms as she 

buzzed around, checking on things. Horace kept pinching himself, 

suspicious that this was just one of his dreams, some beautiful fu-

ture that hadn’t yet come to be. Hugh wandered off by himself, no 

doubt missing Fiona, whose absence had left a hole in us all. Millard 

was busy fretting over his hero, Perplexus, whose rapid aging had 

stopped when we entered Abaton and, strangely, not yet resumed. 

But it would, Millard assured us, and now that Caul’s tower was 

destroyed, it was unclear how Perplexus would reach his old loop. 

(There was Bentham’s Panloopticon, of course, but which of its hun-

dred doors was the right one?) 

Then there was the matter of Emma and me. We were attached 

at the hip and yet hardly exchanged a word. We were afraid to talk 

to each other, I think, because of what we had to talk about. 

What would happen next? What would become of us? I knew 

Emma couldn’t leave peculiardom. She would have to live inside a 

loop for the rest of her life, be it Devil’s Acre or some other, better 

place. But I was free to go. I had family and a home waiting for me. 

A life, or the pale approximation of one. But I had a family here, too. 

And I had Emma. And there was this new Jacob I had become, was 

still becoming. Would he survive back in Florida? 

I needed all of it. Both families, both Jacobs—all of Emma. I 

knew I would have to choose, and I was afraid it would split me in 

half. 

It was all too much, more than I could face so soon after the tri-
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I miss you like mad. I know I shouldn’t talk like that . . . 

it only makes this harder. But sometimes I can’t help it. Maybe 

you could come visit soon? I’d like that so much. Or maybe 

She’d scratched out or maybe and written: Uh-oh, I hear Sha-

ron calling my name. He’s leaving now and I want to make sure this 

letter gets into the post today. Write soon! Love, Emma.

What was that “or maybe,” I wondered? 

I looked over the photos she’d included. A few lines of descrip-

tion had been penned on the back of each. The first was a snapshot 

of two Victorian ladies standing in front of a striped tent beneath a 

sign that read curios. On the back Emma had written: Miss Bob-

olink and Miss Loon started a traveling exhibit using some of Ben-

tham’s old artefacts. Now that peculiars are freer to travel, they’ve 

been doing quite a business. Many of us don’t know much about our 

history . . . 

The next was a photo of several adults descending a set of nar-

row steps to a beach and a rowboat. There’s a very nice loop on the 

shore of the Caspian Sea, Emma had written, and last week Nim 

and some of the ymbrynes went on a boating trip there. Hugh and 

Horace and I tagged along but stayed on the shore. We’ve all had 

enough of rowboats, thank you. 

The last picture was of conjoined twin girls wearing giant white 

bows in their raven-black hair. They were seated next to each other, 

their hands pulling aside a bit of their shirts to reveal a section of 

shared torso. Carlotta and Carlita are conjoined, the back read, but 

that isn’t what’s most peculiar about them. Their bodies produce an 

adhesive glue that’s stronger than concrete when it dries. Enoch sat 

in some and attached his bottom to a chair for two whole days! He 

was so mad I thought his head would pop off. I wish you could’ve 

been there . . . 
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 “There’s writing on the back,” she said. It says: ‘We’re finding 

new ways to help those who’ve had parts of their soul removed. 

Close contact seems to work miracles. After just a few hours, Miss 

Hornbill was like a new ymbryne.’” 

Eyem-brine, she pronounced it. 

“It’s imm-brinn,” I corrected her, unable to help myself. “The 

‘i’ sounds are flat.” 

“I see.” Dr. Spanger set the photo down and steepled her fin-

gers beneath her chin. “And what is an . . . imm-brinn?” 

In retrospect maybe it was foolish, but at the time I felt cor-

nered, like I had no choice but to tell the truth. They had letters, they 

had photos, and all my flimsy stories had blown away in the wind. 

“They protect us,” I said. 

Dr. Spanger glanced at my parents. “All of us?” 

“No. Just peculiar children.” 

“Peculiar children,” Dr. Spanger repeated slowly. “And you be-

lieve you’re one of them.” 

I stuck out my hand. “I’d like to have my letters now.” 

“You’ll get them. But first we need to talk, okay?” 

I retracted my hand and folded my arms. She was talking to me 

like I had an IQ of seventy. 

“Now, what makes you think you’re peculiar?” 

“I can see things other people can’t.”

From the corner of my eye, I saw my parents going increasingly 

pale. They were not taking this well.

“In the letters you mention something called a . . . Pan . . . 

loopticon? What can you tell me about that?” 

“I didn’t write the letters,” I said. “Emma did.” 

“Sure. Let’s switch gears, then. Tell me about Emma.” 

“Doctor,” my mother interrupted, “I don’t think it’s a good 

idea to encourage—” 

“Please, Mrs. Portman.” Dr. Spanger held up a hand. “Jake, 

tell me about Emma. Is she your girlfriend?”
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